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The Goal

Roll out an integrated sponsored Content Channel 
campaign that would drive revenue and rebooking



Content Channel Campaigns

Content channels are an 
exclusive, competitor-free 
contextual targeting 
opportunity that positions 
the client as a leading 
authority on a selected 
topic alongside Questex’s 
topically relevant content. 



Content Channels
KEY BRANDING FOR SPONSORS Prelude Ad:

The prelude ad is sticky at the 
top of the content channel 
page and holds for 3 seconds.

Brought to you by:
At the top of the page, beside 
the topic headline, the 
sponsor’s logo is featured

Ad:
Standard 300x250

Custom Resource Center:
Client supplies assets for 

download on the topic



The Result

Brand Dominance Contextual Positioning Nurturing

Client gets 100% share of 
voice across an industry 

trend or topic

Aligns client brand with a 
relevant topic on a trusted 

brand site

Providing content to 
prospect that moves them 

through buying stages



Target emails & Newsletter placements
COMMON ADD ONS:

Upsells due to the continued 
success of these targeted email 
sends.

Special Edition newsletters 
spin off our successful content 
channel topics.

Emerging Biopharma grew to 
and sustained 10k subscribers.



Leveraging Omeda data for success

Query on article tag visits

By identifying these readers, 
we were able to send targeted 
emails.



Leveraging Omeda data for success

Strong Engagement with high 
Opens and Clicks.

Providing stronger success 
and fostering an easy renewal 
conversation.



Sharing our Success!

Key Successes!
Customers that include 
content channels within their 
package generate over $5.7 
million in revenue for 
Questex, and typically have a 
higher overall spend YOY.



Sharing our Success!
53% rebooking rate with customers
+$800k in revenue (customers with a content channel) since 2020

WRITTEN CONTENT WEBINARS SURVEYS CUSTOM RESOURCE 
CENTER



Quick recap

Integrated Content Campaigns
+ Email & Newsletter Add Ons
+ Other Add Ons (Content Programs, Webinars, Etc)
= over $5.7 million in revenue in 2022, high rebooking rates, 
and higher value buys in renewal program.

Success Recipe:
1. Key branding - Positioning sponsor as a trusted brand
2. Emails & Newsletters - high engagement due to brand 

recognition and targeting
3. Leveraging success & upselling into lead-gen programs


